Modus Operandi experts will configure our DoD Community Source products, the Wave® Metacard Generator and XSLT Generator, to create a Metacard Generator for your SIGINT Producer system that publishes your data to the DIB. We will work with you at your integration lab to validate your Metacard Generator against SIGINT Community Crosswalks. In two weeks (per unique report format), you’ll have an easy-to-verify Java solution that is ready for integration and test.

- **Speed.** With our expert assistance, you can accelerate your schedule.
- **A DoD Community Source Solution.** Your solution will be based on DoD Community Source software. You’ll have all of the source code you need to support your system’s certification and accreditation. You won’t have to worry about proprietary formats or vendor lock-in.
- **SIGINT Community Interoperability.** Your solution will incorporate Community Crosswalks to ensure that your system’s products will be consistent with the rest of the community.
- **Agility.** Unlike brittle, custom-coded resource adapters, your Metacard Generator solution will be declarative and configuration-driven to simplify future adaptation to report format changes or to new metacard format requirements.

**The Benefits of our SIGINT Jump Start Approach**
# Why Hire Modus Operandi?

Let us put our expertise, experience and tools at your service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expertise</th>
<th>We built the <strong>Wave Metacard Generator and XSLT Generator v2.1</strong> software that is available to the entire DCGS SIGINT community as DoD Community Source. This software embodies our expertise in XML and XSLT technologies as well as SIGINT reporting needs and domain terminology.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>We assisted the DCGS SIGINT Functional Team to produce executable Community Crosswalks and to validate them for three report types: CCDF, KL and TACEINT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>In addition to the DoD Community Source products mentioned above, we also bring to bear our <strong>Wave Exploitation Framework Formatter and Parser</strong> tools. In the hands of our experts, these tools allow us to quickly adapt the Metacard Generator to new input text formats.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## Ready to get started?

*Ask for our Jump Start Preparation Kit.*

### Be Prepared.

You don’t have to be a Boy Scout to know that preparation is one of the keys to success in life. Our preparation kit contains a get-ready checklist and detailed instructions for downloading the software that you’ll need. We tell you what to expect, and how to get the most out of our two-week on site visit.

### Contact Us.

For more information about the SIGINT Jump Start Service, or the **Wave Metacard Generator and XSLT Generator** software and other support services, contact us via email or phone.

Email: waveSupport@modusoperandi.com
Voice: (321) 473-1473